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APEXEL APL-VG01 phone holder (black)
Today, smartphones have become an indispensable tool for creating and sharing content, so the Apexel APL-VG01 phone holder will be
an  essential  accessory  for  any  creative  artist.  Designed  for  avid  photographers,  filmmakers,  journalists,  athletes  and  travelers,  this
mount combines functionality, durability and versatility. See what else it can offer you! 
 
Versatility of use
The APL-VG01 is a tripod mount with a cold shoe mount, making it  extremely useful in a wide variety of scenarios -  from professional
photo shoots to video recording to everyday use as a travel stand. The ability to use both a 1/4 screw and a cold shoe mount opens the
door to creativity, allowing users to mount additional accessories such as microphones or LED lights.
 
Solid construction
What sets the APL-VG01 apart from other mounts is its all-metal construction. Made of aluminum, the mount guarantees strength and
stability,  regardless  of  the  conditions  in  which it  is  used.  Its  solidity  ensures  the safety  of  the  mounted devices,  while  maintaining an
elegant appearance.
 
Wide compatibility
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The Apexel APL-VG01 is designed with wide compatibility in mind, so it fits 98% of smartphones on the market. This makes it ideal for
anyone, regardless of the make or model of phone they own. Such versatility makes it an essential accessory in any filmmaker's bag.
 
Included
phone holder extension platesmartphone holderwrist strap 
Manufacturer  Apexel  Model  APL-VG01Main  functionTripod  mount  with  cold  shoe  attachmentMain  materialaluminumMounting  type1/4
screw or cold shoeWeight 175 gCompatibility 98% of smartphones

Price:

€ 21.50

Smartphone accessories, Selfiesticks, Tripods
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